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Instructions

For each part, read the instructions carefully. If you have any questions, please let me know.

This portion of Exam 1 is worth 30 points.

I expect your solutions to be well-written, neat, and organized. You should write in complete
sentences when appropriate. Do not turn in rough drafts. What you turn in should be the
“polished” version of potentially several drafts. Feel free to type up your final version.

The LATEX source file of this exam is also available if you are interested in typing up your solutions
using LATEX. I’ll be happy to help you do this.

The simple rules for this portion of the exam are:

1. You are NOT allowed to copy someone else’s work.

2. You are NOT allowed to let someone else copy your work.

3. You are allowed to discuss the problems with each other and critique each other’s work.

This portion of Exam 1 is due by 9:30am on Tuesday, October 5. You should turn in this cover
page and all of the problems you have decided to submit.

To convince me that you have read and understand the instructions, sign in the box below.

Signature:

Good luck and have fun!
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Part 1

(10 points) Follow the instructions below to create a Sage worksheet and then complete the tasks
that follow.

1. Open a new worksheet by logging into your account at http://prep.sagenb.org.

2. Name your worksheet “Exam 1 (your-name-here)”, where you should replace “your-name-
here” with your first and last name. For example, I would type “Exam 1 (Dana Ernst).”

3. Share this worksheet with me. My username is dcernst (yes, it is spelled correctly).

4. At the very top of the worksheet open an HTML block (using shift+click on a blue line)
and type in a suitable title, e.g. “Exam 1 (your-name-here)” (but without the quotes and use
your name). Make the title (i) centered, (ii) bold, and (iii) large.

5. Next, using Sage define two function f(x) = x2 and g(x) = x− 2x2.

6. Using the plot command, have Sage graph each function separately.

7. Again using the plot command, graph both functions on the same set of axis so that (i) the
x-axis goes from −.25 to .75, (ii) f is blue, and (iii) g is red.

8. Just below the graph you just created, open an HTML cell and describe how many places f
and g intersect. Write a complete sentence. (I’m not asking what the points of intersection
are; I’m asking you to tell me how many there are.)∗

9. Using the solve command, find the x-values of the points of intersection of f and g. Hint:
you can find the x-values for the points of intersection by setting the two formulas for the
functions equal to each other. Also, you can get help with the solve command by typing
solve? into a Sage cell. You’ll need to use == and specify what variable you are solving for.

10. Now, I want you to pick three recent homework problems from another math class that you
are taking that you think Sage is suitable for dealing with.

11. For each problem, type in exactly what the problem is asking you to do using proper LATEX
notation in an HTML block. Also, label the problem 1., 2., 3., respectively. For example, if
for your first problem you are supposed to graph the function f(x) = x2, you should type:

1. Graph the function $f(x)=x^2$.

12. Below each HTML block that contains the problem statement, use Sage to answer the ques-
tion. It’s fine if it takes you several Sage cells to answer the question.

13. Important: If you are having trouble typing something in LATEX, then post a question to the
forum on the wiki, so that I can respond for everyone’s benefit. Also, if you are having trouble
with something, ask for help. I won’t tell you exactly what to do, but I may nudge you in
the right direction.

∗This question is supposed to be easy and is really testing your ability to switch back and forth between Sage cells
and HTML blocks.
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Part 2

(10 points each) On the in-class exam, you (hopefully) proved one of the following theorems. Prove
the two theorems below that you did not prove on the in-class exam. Put a big X through the
theorem that you already proved.

Important: In each case, you should prove the theorems directly from the known axioms or given
definitions without appealing to previous results.

Theorem 1. The product of an even integer times any other integer is even.
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Theorem 2. If x is an integer, then 4x2 − 1 is odd.
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Theorem 3. In the Circle-Dot system, o.o is obtainable.†

†Your proof should mimic the style we used in Lurch. In fact, feel free to use Lurch if you so desire. If you use Lurch,
print out your solution.
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